Outer Personality (45/9): Your OP signifies the ability to forgive and forget easily.
Others see you as an idealist and romantic. You use your personality to express the
idea that the progress of the world justifies personal sacrifice. Allowing emotions to
become overwhelming can make you susceptible to others woes and lead to bitter
disappointments. Fashion choice is artistic, but smooth and comfortable. Beautiful
of face and figure, taking care of skin and posture can keep youthful looks. This is a
highly sensitive and mystical number. Worldly success will not satisfy without higher
psychic development. The ability to empathize is strong which leads to the desire to
work with others and often leads to leadership and teaching roles. Ambitious with a
receptive attitude allows many breakthrough opportunities but this drive can be
detrimental as a tendency to overwork is there too.
There is conflict between emotions and common sense! Do not go to extremes in
pursuit of ideals! Emotional discord only happens when dwelling on the past! The
past is merely stepping stones and teaching tools. Look to what is there for
resources and do not dwell on what is not there or has been lost. Stressful situations
are to be transformed into valuable lessons. Tarot (5 of Cups): The lesson here is
about moving on. Within your grasp is all that is needed, you only need to look and
decide. Do not waste time regretting- learn, let go and move on. 10’ Scorpio:
Relentless determination to seek goals. The ability to bounce back and work on
tirelessly, desiring to change things for the better is strong. Ts’ui (Gathering
Together: Indicates the condition of union or gathering together. With the utmost
filial piety, he presents his offerings to the spirits of his ancestors (his old self/past
self/eternal self?). The superior man has his weapons put in good repair, to be
prepared against unforeseen contingencies.
Soul (25/7): Okay, the OP said my character may marry young and produce many
children. The soul # (hard 7)indicates living alone and unmarried. I believe that my
OP expresses my easily finding love and commitment and my joy with and around
children (none of which happened young). My soul likes quiet and is secretive
(second mention of that already). True nature is to be calm, develop depth of
character and thus benefit humanity through philosophy. The 25/7 emphasizes
intuition and the ability to dream prophetically. What others see as intuition I see as
acute observation and attention to details, allowing the ability to piece together the
whole picture at an accelerated rate. Unused, this ability can turn challenges into
conflicts. Mention of being a spiritual crusader, missionary zeal. Remain alert to the
various ways, not only one or few, to overcome obstacles. When experiencing the
negative vibration, conflict and loss of energy become the rule. Laxity and
unfulfillment can beget cruelty. Knight of Wands: The knight is dressed and riding to
conquest, ready to begin and to win. His crusade could be a search for the truth

since his weapon is the staff of divine power. The salamander on his robe indicates
the ability to handle fiery energy. Spring (Aries/Taurus/Gemini): K of Wands
rules over spring, from Aries to 0 degrees of Cancer. This is why Spring is the
beginning of so much newness. There can be difficulties as I strive to meet the sun’s
promise, but perseverance brings success. Wu Wang (Correctness): Great
progress and success- advantage in being firm and correct. If its subject and its action
are not correct, he will fall into error and it will be no advantage to him to move in any
direction. Remember- this is a Soul number and this is an expression of a quality of
the long soul. Do not get overzealous of these reminders in the present- they are to
remind you of how to behave over the long run.
Life Lesson (56/11): Altruism/Community A testing incarnation. 11 is a master
vibration and the demand for high standards is constant. Patience with an ability to
make quick decisions is challenging (and paradoxical). A large lesson is to seek
balance with material and physical with the spiritual and inspirational. Astronomy,
lasers, kirlian photo, electronics (all fields of science re: energy) and theology,
theology research, interpreter, teacher/writer of philosophy, inspirational speaking
etc. all fit. Courage, power, strong feelings of leadership and talent. This can all go
to your head- watch that fame and/or fortune does not cloud the important life-ofservice. Continue to base decisions on intuition founded through reason. Strife is
distasteful and I should learn to create harmonious conditions in the midst of chaos.
Maintain flexibility and agreeableness with others. Learn to be affectionate with
family. Be aware of opportunities to be sympathetic and responsive to the troubles
of others. Indication that military and gov’t. officials could be in my circle of friends
(can’t imagine). Keep in tune to what the public needs and how to bring it to them. It
is an inherent talent and should be used. When the negative is expressed,
indecisiveness is the rule. Bad associations and trouble is the result and counter
productive (don’t I know it!). Two of Swords: Dressed in white (spiritual purity is to
be achieved), hair black (lack of light- or any quality which means open to all), tied with
the white band of wisdom (unify all under this quality). The figure is in perfect
balance: the moon above (subconscious) and the rocks around (stability- that which is
permanent and decided upon by the conscious). Seated on a cube of stone (firm
foundation of convictions) 10’ Libra: Balance/Justice. Remove stress and strife
from my life whenever possible. It is not conducive in a most severe way. Lu
(56)(Traveling Stranger): Some little attainment/progress- if the traveler be firm
and correct as he ought to be- good fortune. T’ai (Peace-11): We see the little gone
and the great come. There will be good fortune with progress and success.
Destiny (70/7): Destined to be a teacher of ethics. Psychically able to separate the
true from the false and can discover and reveal some of the mysteries of life to a
waiting world. Thinker, philosopher, scientist, mystic, zealot. Strange and difficult to

understand, yet sought out for counsel by others. By example, public image could
benefit community/world. Strength is found in solitude, wisdom in moments of
silence. Develop mental powers so the world can share. The 7 allows good fortune in
business and allows partnerships. The 0 provides divine protection. Much here
about commercial viability- maybe need to pay attention to earlier note about keeping
my finger on the pulse of the public wants and needs. Consider a commercial
approach to a divine message? A way to reach many? It is through self governing of
my own emotions that I will bring the message of control and peace to others. Travel
is noted here, as is messages and exchanges with others being a vehicle to
communicate my work. Don’t forget to work AND to play. The negative rule here is
pretense and instability, not being able to handle more than one thing at a time (I could
never survive in my world that way) especially if conflicting inside. A good indication
of this is many ups and downs and being moody. Two of Pentacles: The figure
juggles the coins (pentacles) with the energy of the lemniscate holding them together.
The need here is one of balanced and continuous activity rather than struggles and
strains to maintain the suspension of what is in the air at any time. The ships in the
background mean prosperous ventures. The figure’s garment is leather, durable and
is good use and dominance of the animal kingdom. 10’ Capricorn: Ambition blends
with diplomacy with endurance and perseverance as attributes to fuel and use. Shih
(The Army): Firmness and correctness and a leader of age and experience there will
be good fortune and no error. The nourishment and education of the people is the
best way to have good soldiers ready for use in an emergency. Is this a general ideal
or a specific one? I must think more on this.
Nine Year Cycles:
0-9(19/1): I entered this life with good intentions and good vibrations of prosperity
and happy reunions. It seems my last incarnation was maybe not so tragic, but
something I didn’t get quite right and I was determined to start anew without too much
time lapsing. I chose this one (with some astral corrections to the previous) to
overcome obstacles and have life force energy to support me. The issue of choice
makes itself very clear in the beginning. The Sun: Regeneration, as we renew our
bodies, so we renew our minds. The nude child is a symbol of the naked truth and
understanding. Mars (& Sun): Clear messages here about ‘letting your light shine’,
reflecting the energy drawn and given back to the world and back to the self. Lin
(approach): Action must be controlled and governed for success.
9-18 (3): Many past problems are forgotten and a period of joy and learning here.
There were opportunities to grow and become active in groups, travel and meet
people. I must have missed it and done the negative 3 instead which warns of drug
consumption, over indulgence and exhausting valuable inner resources turning
potentially fertile soil to wasteland. Some learning here too though, even if it was

arrested development. The Empress: Represents subconscious mind. It seems that
life forces were on my side and as I was slipping down and away, I was also receiving
vast knowledge and wisdom form my dreams, subconscious and super-conscious, which
was probably the only way to reach me then. Jupiter (& Venus): It is this influence
that saw me become the advisor and friend to the many I knew who seeked me out.
Chun (Initial Difficulty): The superior man sees the danger and avoids it. I do not
believe I did.
18-27 (14/5): Active sexual principle, pregnancy, competition, a need to verify.
Warnings about promiscuity and over abundant sexual appetites. It says that the
sexual principle is fertile and can bring about pregnancy (which it did) or the creative
act may be channeled to bring about a product of the mind (which it also did!).
Competition is a force here (Rick). Powers of persuasion are heightened.
Temperance: Establish the foundations of your belief system through verification!
Keywords verification and wrath show that the desire to find the truth surfaces from
within, through wrath, not temper, but stern and strong anger. The fiery life force
brings elevated states of consciousness. This key tells you to verify your destiny as a
manipulator of the life power, Kundalini. This should be verified by actual practice
until I feel the presence within! Mercury (& Sag): The things of the Earth (4) must
be understood as manifestations of pure energy (1), unless we can consciously direct
our mental energies (Mercury), towards a deeper understanding of this concept
(Sag) we cannot hope to develop. This is a testing period of opportunities. The
experiences here are for a definite reason and should be learned, used and
accumulated. Strong anger is diluted- tempered- with other qualities such as
forgiveness or compassion or understanding… Ta Yu (Abundance): Great success.
The superior man represses what is evil and gives distinction to what is good. I did
this! When you get right down to it, I decided then to walk away and try for more and
not succumb to the evils around me. I struggled but I still made a choice! All was well
and I was doing the right things, finding the power to change and be more!
27-36 (20/2): Turning points, decisions, awareness, reconstruction, adaptability.
36-45 (20/2): 18 years of a 20/2 cycle. Hmmm, 18 years of raising a child to adult
age. It seems I’m not goin anywhere soon, at least not til this child rasing thing is over.
Okay, good, I like that idea. It keeps things simple and fairly defined and I am proud
to do it. Makes my focus a little narrower and more concentrated. It says that a
‘sudden event’ may require me to make a decision that could be a turning point. No
fuckin around there! There is emphasis here on germination of future plans and
realizations. It is a ‘fine planning period’ and it says to come to reasoned conclusions
and the cyclical force will see my plans manifested soon (is 18 years soon?). Doing
this is fulfilling the requirements of this period. Judgment: Tooth, Fang, Serpent.
A slow erosion of falsehoods and false ideals, wisdom destroys the forms of the outer

world to reveal the true essence of things to prepare for absorption of the spiritual
essence. (Oh patience, please give me such sweet patience!). Once things
breakdown and are revealed, a unity with the universal intelligence occurs, beginning
with a true grasp of the real world and the realization of the identity (of self and all)
with the One Source. Judgment day is the day we judge true from false. Gabriel
calls to all who will hear the truth, the bodies in their tombs (Billy- stuck in his apt and
needing help!) arising to the call. The 3 states of consciousness arise: Man
(consciousness), Woman (sub-consciousness), Child (Super-Consciousness). The
trinity is made real and the trinity must be complete and I should look more to
Brandon for my own release (and Janete too? I do not want to put that on her, as
much as I am hopeful and desirous of us being together for the rest of our lives
together, but can she be part of my trinity? Can the three of us (and her children for
her) complete our own individual pyramids? Can we be each other’s cornerstones?).
Old decks have the rising beings spelling out the word LUX to show they have come
to illumination. Vulcan (& Saturn): The decan here brings messages about keeping
the pathway between the body and spirit alive and open. Health and pure body are
integral to strength and pure mind. In 20, the God Power (0) works through Vulcan
(2) to bring about the union of what appears to be- at least from a physical
perspective- separate parts- spirit and matter. Kuan (20) (Contemplation): He
should be like the worshipper who has made his ablutions (a cleansing with water or
other liquid), but not yet his offering. With sincerity and dignity, he inspires trust and
respect. Too good! Things making sense now! So much still needed to happen.
Still time to plan and work and strive but no need to freak out over everything not
happening tomorrow or today. I am making my ablutions, daily, but not made my
offering yet- need to know the right thing- want it to be the perfect gift. K’un (2)
(Receptive): K’un represents what is great and originating, penetrating,
advantageous, correct and having the firmness of a mare. When the superior man has
to make any movement, if he takes the initiative, he goes astray; if he follows he will find
his proper lord. If he rests in his correctness and firmness- good fortune. Much to be
said in the I-Ching about being firm and correct. Must work diligently to remove all
self doubts and follow what I know to be true while surrendering to the greater
intelligence. Must also be careful not to be too stubborn in my pursuits since I am not
sure what the plan is yet. A difficult thing for me that will require much patience and
faith. I will try.
45-54 (1): New beginnings, decisions, independence. May be going solo again. If
not, will definitely need to be able to realize independent thought and self.
Something to look towards and prepare for. There can be ways to maintain loving
partnerships and still remain independent. It may just be about Brandon moving out
or on at 18. This will be the time to really begin so much of what needs to be done. I

will be allowed to initiate then, probably having gained the wisdom and power of untity
to do so. Miracles can be performed now, perfect focus and control over all material
affairs (that means perfect understanding of them!). Under the 1, I should remain
aware that the results will be qualified by my true desires (must have perfect intention).
Be cautious of impulsiveness. Equal partnerships may not be conducive to the work
at hand. Avoid superficial relationships, there is no time or place for them. Indication
of meeting a significant person in this period. Experiment with new and untried.
Remain decisive and independent and above all- have the courage to act on dreams.
Magician: Time for the idea and goal to be brought down form heaven and made real
here on earth. His posture shows he is merely an instrument, not the cause, as above,

so below. Conscious mind has perfect control and the energies can be channeled at
will. The magician has all the elements and there human counterparts, at his disposal;
Cup (water/imagination), Sword (air/intellect), Pentacle (earth/body), Wand
(fire/will). At this time, the God energy can be translated into the world of matter to
bring about perfect manifestation and harmony. Mars (& Mercury): Mars is the fiery
energy, the desire to create. Mercury is the mind, the tool that manifests. The fire is
the inspiration and comes form above and must be enacted on by the mind. They shall
work together when this time comes. When these energies come together, he has the
vision to see what must be done and the strength and fortitude to do it. Ch’ien
(Creative): Great and originating, penetrating, advantageous, correct and firm

(sound familiar?). The method of Ch’ien is to change and transform. Conditions of
great harmony are preserved in union. The superior man renews activity with untiring
effort- advantageous to persevere. The relationship with what is great and
originating must be penetrating and deep. This will make it advantageous. Solidify
the relationship before this time is now.
54-63:
63-72:
72-81:
Youth Square:
Power Square:
Wisdom Square:
This Year (39/12/3): Love, propositions, vacations. Thoughts of love dominate
this period (profoundly!). A strong desire to share m warm and fuzzy side, devoted to
the idea of sharing love. Friendships develop, one of which may grow to a deep bond
of love! Messages and invitations of various kinds are possible and people seek you
out to join in a project of goodwill. I may be offered a partnership or proposition
(sounds good- when?). It is a leisure time and a good time to vacation, especially to
places that reflect my contemplative mood. I do not feel hurried and this is a boon to
the ability to rest, enjoy and feel good (it sounds so good even I want to do it!).

Relaxation, love and affection are the goals of this romantic period. A negative
vibration brings contracts and partnerships that should be carefully examined. There
can be fraud and deceit and delays here are for the best (well, how the hell do I
interpret that- which is it- good times and partners or bad?). Do for others now and
the rewards will come back under this ‘delightful’ vibration. Knight of Cups: The
knight approaches with his gentle offering (the cup) of peace and love. He is calm and
peaceful. Summer (Cancer): I just can’t miss here. Everything must smell like roses!
And I was worried. This decan re-emphasizes the above conditions and ideals.
Nothing left to do but smile, smile, smile. Stay affectionate and altruistic. Chien
(Arresting Movement): Oh I can see where this is going. More relaxing and nonmovement. But where is the pot of gold at the end of the rainbow? The bills must be
paid and I see no tell of fortune here. Maybe it is too insignificant to worry about or
mention. Back to I-Ching: chien indicates obstruction- the southwest furthers- the
northeast does not further. It will be advantageous to meet with the great man (Lia?
All those in power, god and myself?). In order to overcome the danger, it is important
to take the self road (well that answers that- go see the higher self!). Oh, it said safe
road. But I still take the sign. The superior man turns his attention to himself and
molds his character. No mention of financial worries or change of residence. No news
is good news. I am relieved.
August 2003 (47/11/2):
October 31, 1992: (65/11/2 for the month and 96/15/6 for the day): A master
number vibration and an opportunity for advancement and to elevate my status.
Influential people, especially of the opposite sex will help advance my position. Will
have the power I desire in my chosen field. Share good fortune and be generous.
Extravagance can lead to losses, so keep balanced. King of Pentacles: More about
money and material gain but also can be interpreted as gaining of power and
attributes that will be prosperous. 10’ Capricorn: High and serious goals are
expressed. T’ai (Peace): The little gone and the great come. 15/6: Indecision,
bondage, freedom, laughter, discernment. Materialism is emphasized here. Long held
views can change and it is important to decide whether current experiences are limiting
or setting free. Do not chain yourself to people and be cautious of partnerships.
Should have looked closer to see what was really happening (discernment). The
Devil:

